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M.CLÉMENT IS A NEW ADDITION
AT LEE INDUSTRIES
M. CLÉMENT IS CREATING HANDCRAFTED LAMPS FOR THE
LEE INDUSTRIES HIGH POINT MARKET SHOWROOM

NEW ORLEANS (April 14, 2016) – M. Clément will be showing six handcrafted lamps in the Lee Industries High
Point Market Showroom, 100 S. Lindsay Street. At the April 2016 market, these custom lamps will make their debut
complementing the beautiful furnishings manufactured by Lee Industries.
M. Clément is thrilled to be partnering with Lee Industries, a leader in upholstery manufacturing. Like Lee Industries,
M. Clément’s pieces are Handmade in America and completely customizable, with over 35 custom colors, 36 lamp bases
and 14 patterns.
Both companies’ offerings coincide with a major trend this Spring — a focus on craftsmanship and artisanal design.
M. Clement’s attention to detail and exceptional craftsmanship is visible in their sculptural lighting pieces. His ceramic
pieces are glamorous and organic at the same time as a result of method and materials used. Organic in method —
created by hand with no two pieces exactly the same. Organic in materials- through the use of metallic finishes that are
hand applied to ceramic.
The combined benefits of hand craftsmanship and customization offer distinct elements designers can use to deliver
the individuality that their clients desire. M. Clément’s handmade lamps and accessories can be successfully integrated
into any interior design, from traditional to contemporary.
Find M. Clément’s designs at High Point Market in the Lee Industries Showroom and The Suites At Market Square,
Showroom M-5017.
###

M. Clément is based in New Orleans and has been handcrafting lighting and decorative arts for over 4 years.
M. Clément’s products include hand built and hand thrown ceramic pieces made by his team of artisans with patinas
that evoke the veneer of his hometown.
Contact: Shannon Kives, Michael Clément, (504) 495-6156; shannon@michaeljclement.com
Showroom: Suites at Market Square, M-5017
Website: www.michaeljclement.com
Instagram: michaeljclement
Facebook: www.facebook.com/michaeljclementllc
Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/michaeljclement/boards/

